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(reviewed in Ref.7) demonstrated clear markers
of emotion shift from evening to morning that
was mediated by dream variables. For example,
Kramer demonstrated that the absence of dream
characters in the last REM dream of the night
was the strongest predictor of a downshift of
mood from evening to morning. This finding is
consistent with the observation that morning
mood is often the worst time for individuals with
depression and the findings that depressed individuals have more total REM time and significantly
shorter REM latency than individuals without
depression or the same individuals after remission
of symptoms.10
Closely related but independent work by Cartwright and colleagues8,9,11 with samples of
women undergoing midlife divorce and marital
separation with and without accompanying
depression has shown that the level of intensity
of dysphoric mood in their dreams as well as
dreaming of the ex-spouse reliably predicted
waking depression but that the presence of these
variables also predicted enhanced recovery on
follow up 1 year after divorce, suggesting that
the dreams were integral in processing these
negative emotions.
Another area of promising work along these
lines pertains to the small literature on recurrent
dreaming, loosely defined as dreams with a high
degree of replicative content. Some studies in
this area12–14 suggest that the active presence of
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Perhaps because of their highly emotive nature
and often memorable visual imagery, dreams
have long been linked to our innermost emotional
functioning, ideas that go back to the earliest use
of dreams (as in the Bible) as well as Freud1,2
and Jung’s3 original psychoanalytic conceptualizations of the human mind. More recently, work
by such investigators as Maquet and colleagues4,5
and Hobson and colleagues6 have demonstrated
an isomorphism between the neurophysiologic
components of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
(muscle atonia, heightened limbic activation,
particularly in the amygdala, the threat detection
control center of the brain, deactivation of the
prefrontal dorsolateral cortex, and the reciprocal
activation of the amenergic and cholinergic
systems) with the phenomenal qualities of
dreaming (paralysis, heightened expressed
emotion, the absence of metacognition and
state-dependent amnesia for the dream on awakening). Thus, the neural qualities of REM sleep
seem to be particularly suited for the activation
of emotionally charged memorial components
that may offer clues into a possible function.
Previous work by Kramer7 and Cartwright8,9 has
long assigned a mood-regulatory function to
dreaming. A review of this work is beyond the
scope of the present paper, but Kramer and Cartwright have proposed that dreaming serves a type
of emotional thermostat that serves to regulate
inner well-being. In a series of studies, Kramer
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recurrent dreams (roughly defined as dreaming the
same dream over and over again) connotes
a psychological/emotional obstacle that is
associated concomitantly with poorer daytime
functioning. Once recurrent dreams end, improved
waking psychological functioning is often noted.12
One obvious limitation to this work is the inability
to disentangle the effects of dreaming from their
neurophysiologic background, namely REM sleep,
the sleep stage most highly associated with
dreaming. There is mounting evidence that healthy
sleep is integral to healthy emotional functioning
and that waking states marked by mood disturbances of emotional dysregulation are often
accompanied by and causally preceded by poor
sleep.15–18 In addition, it seems that intact sleep
is crucial to the encoding and consolidation of
intact memories (eg, Ref.19). This is important
given the intimate connection between memory
and affect regulation, particularly for such clinical
disorders as posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) and depression.
The present paper focuses on another type of
dreaming often implicated in emotion functioning,
namely disturbed dreaming (DD), and a recently
formulated model of the pathogenesis of these
dreams specifically and all dreaming more generally is reviewed (see Refs.20–23 for more comprehensive discussion of the model). A primary
assumption of this model is that dreams have an
adaptive function independent from REM sleep
(although closely entrained to REM): the reduction
or even extinction of fear memories. DDs, vivid
dreams often marked by intense dysphoric
emotion (predominantly fear but also including
rage, guilt, and grief), represent a dysfunction of
this regulatory process and are often engendered
by high levels of waking stress. For our purposes,
the domain of DD includes the broad spectrum of
dysphoric dreaming ranging from dreams that are
remembered only on awakening (bad dreams) to
dreams that result in a nocturnal awakening (nightmares). Although occasional DDs are nearly ubiquitous in the general population,24 high DD
incidence rates (usually defined as weekly
episodes) are strongly associated with poorer
waking psychological well-being. In addition,
DDs (recurrent nightmares in particular) are
a defining symptom of PTSD.20 The authors thus
consider all forms of disturbed dreaming to be
observable variants of a common underlying
process, namely dysphoric imagery produced
during sleep, and that the consequences of these
variants are largely dictated by waking responses
to the imagery (eg, distress).
Perhaps the most robust finding in the DD
literature is the strong association between

DD
frequency
and
waking
psychopathology.20,21,23,25–31 Because most of these clinical
disorders are marked by considerable waking
emotional distress, their association with DD
suggests that these dreams are related to a personality style characterized by intense reactive
emotional distress.20,23,26,28,32,33 Furthermore,
DDs are often precipitated by stressful life
events25,27,34 and there is a strong link between
trauma exposure and subsequent DD.35,36
A naturalistic study by Wood and colleagues,37
clearly showed the relation between heightened
life stress and increased DD production. They
found the incidence of DD to be twice as high
immediately after the 1989 San Francisco earthquake in 2 groups in the San Francisco Bay area
than in a sample from Arizona, despite equal baseline frequencies. These differences were doseresponse specific to proximity to the earthquake
epicenter; those who lived closer to the epicenter
reported more nightmares.

THE AMPHAC/AND MODEL OF DD
GENERATION
Despite a recent proliferation of experimental
work on DDs, their pathogenesis has remained
largely unexplained. A recently proposed model
incorporating advances in cognitive neuroscience, sleep neurophysiology, and fear conditioning, particularly in relation to PTSD and
sociocognitive-based diathesis (ie, vulnerability)
stress models of psychopathology, supports
a multilevel model of dream function and DD
production that unites neural and cognitive
processes in waking and sleeping.20,21,23,29,38
The neurophysiologic branch of this model is
termed the AMPHAC network, after its presumed
underlying neurophysiologic centers: the amygdala (A), the medial prefrontal cortex (MP), the
hippocampus (H), and the anterior cingulated
cortex (AC). The cognitive branch is termed the
Affect Network Dysfunction (AND) model.
Together, the 2 branches integrate explanatory
concepts at a neural level (ie, a cohesive and interconnected network of limbic and forebrain
centers underlying emotional expression and
representation) and a cognitive level (ie, a dream
production system that transforms fear memories
into dream and nightmare imagery) to account for
a variety of features associated with nightmare
imagery (lack of emotional control, bizarre
features, or replay of traumatic memories).
The AMPHAC/AND model stipulates that DD
results from dysfunction in a network of affective
processes that, during normal dreaming, are
presumed to serve the adaptive function of fear
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memory regulation and extinction. The underlying
neurophysiology and biochemistry of REM sleep
seems to be primed to activate these systems.4,6
At the cognitive level, dreaming is proposed to
facilitate fear memory extinction by 3 processes:
memory element activation, memory element
reactivation, and emotional expression. These
processes are discussed in greater depth in the
following sections.

Memory Element Activation
The first set of processes refers to the increased
availability during dreaming of a wide range of
memory elements. Memory elements, rather than
complete memories, are emphasized, as complete
episodic memories do not typically appear during
dreaming.39 Dreaming tends to express memory
elements as though original memories had been
reduced to more basic units.40,41 Often, these
appear as isolated features, such as an attribute
of a familiar place or character. In other instances,
several elements may appear together by virtue of
their origin in a single past event or their grouping
by some other form of organization, such as
a script, or a semantic or phonological category.
Although memory elements tend to obscure the
relation of dreaming to daily experiences, the link
is demonstrable by clinical and experimental
observation. Clinically, Hartmann42 has demonstrated that dreams often portray elements of
a person’s main emotional concerns (eg, stress,
trauma) even if visual or auditory details of a specific
memory are absent. Experimentally, memory
elements have been detected as the day-residues
of previous-day experiences.43–45 Further, these
residues may be temporally delayed by up to
a week.40,46 It remains unknown why normal
dreaming disproportionately favors the partial activation of memory elements. One possibility is that it
reflects a more general organizing principle of
memory. For instance, declarative memories may
be stored as multiple traces in which bits and
pieces of a single experience are saved by structurally distinct memory systems.47 In the waking
state, episodic memories are then reconstituted
when needed from the elements stored in these
different systems.48 In the dreaming state, memory
elements may well be reconstituted in an alternative fashion, perhaps randomly,6 perhaps linked
metaphorically,42
perhaps
combined
into
composite context memories.49 All of these possibilities may be true to some extent; elements may
be activated as a function of emotional concerns50
but with the possible introduction of some pseudorandom and incompatible associations. The net
effect of this organization is to create novel,

nonaversive contexts that facilitate fear extinction,
particularly under conditions of heightened stress
activation. In this way, the authors suggest that
dreaming represents an endogenous form of selfcorrection or equilibration.51
An early conceptualization of fear memory organization referred to as fear memory structures52,53
may help to understand the production of DD. Foa
and Kozak52 describe fear memory structures as
networks of information that unite memory
elements about (1) a feared stimulus situation
(stimulus elements), (2) physiologic, verbal, and
behavioral responses to that situation (response
elements), and (3) the meaning of these stimuli
and responses (meaning elements). During
waking, fear memory structures bias the interpretation of new information by enhancing sensitivity
and attention to a structure’s stimulus elements,
thus ensuring the allocation of more cognitive
resources to the processing of this new information. Further, activation of these structures interfere with access to resources necessary for
competing tasks, as exemplified by the response
deficits shown by patients with PTSD on the
emotional Stroop task.54,55
The construct of fear memory structures has
been validated in some respects however,
whereas the internal coherence of fear memory
structures was believed to be modified or weakened by the introduction of incompatible
elements, thus alleviating associated pathologic
symptoms.52 Recent work in experimental
psychopathology suggests that these structures
may be replaced by the more neurologically
specific concept of extinction memories that
inhibit fear memories.56–58
During dreaming, fear memories seem to vary in
how completely and coherently their stimulus and
response elements are expressed. Although
minimal activation of these structures may trigger
a mild anxiety dream in which a limited number
of stimulus or response elements are activated,
more extensive activation would result in a more
intense, nontraumatic nightmare. Under conditions of minimal activation, a few fear memory
elements may be expressed in relative isolation
and in no coherent order, that is, as common residues. With extensive activation, more elements
may be expressed and their order more veridical,
rendering the form of the fear memory more easily
identifiable from the nightmare’s theme. From this
model it is predicted that individuals with particularly problematic and coherent fear memories,
including persons with specific phobias, ongoing
interpersonal difficulties or other current sources
of stress, should experience more recurrent
dreams and dream themes.
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When the level of waking stress reaches
extreme levels as in trauma exposure, the fear
memory elements may be activated globally and
in a highly coherent manner resulting in a nightmare that reproduces the extreme memory with
appropriate fear context, bodily reactions and,
cognitive interpretations. This type of comprehensive activation is illustrated by PTSD nightmares
that seem to replay large portions of the original
trauma.59 Between mild anxiety dreams and
intense PTSD nightmares are various types of
dysphoric dreams and nightmares that have fear
memory elements either alone or in combination
and with varying degrees of organization. Examples include dreams or nightmares with recurring
objects, characters and themes,60 typical dream
themes,46 and story- and script-like structures.61
This ensemble of emotional imagery processes
constituting fear memories most likely underlies
a variety of clinical conditions characterized by
anxiety and fear, such as panic disorder, phobia,
and PTSD57,62 as well as dysphoric dreams and
nightmares.

Memory Element Recombination
The second set of processes, responsible for the
continuous assembly of memory elements into
a constant flow of dream imagery, was termed
‘‘condensation’’1,3 and described as the merging
of several separate (although motivationally linked)
images into a single image. The authors propose
that a similar type of reorganization that produces
new image contexts during dreaming, much like
the remapping of conjunctive representations
under control of the hippocampus, occurs during
the waking state. During dreaming, conjunctive
representations are rendered into virtual simulations or here-and-now illusions40 to maximize their
effect on the amygdala, which favors perceptual,
rather than imaginal, stimuli.63 They are recombined or remapped to introduce elements that
are incompatible with existing fear memories,
thus facilitating (among other functions) the acquisition or maintenance of extinction memories. The
latter inhibit fear memories and consequently, alleviate affect load. Recombinations of memory
elements give dreams at once their alien and their
familiar quality. Three features of recombination
are especially pertinent to the pathology of DDs.
Unlikely combinations
The first is the de novo conjunctions of features,
many of which produce dream experience that
seems bizarre, incongruous, or incompatible with
waking-life experience. Bizarreness is frequent in
dreams64–66 and dreams are significantly more
bizarre than waking daydreams.67 Although

a widely accepted explanation for bizarreness is
still lacking, 1 possibility is that bizarreness reflects
the relative inactivity of dorsolateral prefrontal
executive functioning during REM sleep.6 Another
possibility is that REM sleep selectively permits
weakly associated (and thus possibly disjunctive)
memory elements to become associated.68
Regardless, the authors propose that the unlikely
combinations of disparate memory elements facilitate acquisition and maintenance of conditioned
fear memories and thus of fear responding.
Bizarreness may be an inevitable consequence
of this mechanism and we would expect to see
higher levels of bizarreness in dreams of individuals with high affect load. As this question has
not been directly investigated, it remains unknown
whether nightmares are more or less bizarre than
non-nightmare dreams in this specific sense of recombined elements. To the extent that nightmares
replay fear memories or possess recurrent
elements they would seem to be less, not more,
organizationally bizarre. Further empirical investigation of the organizational coherence of nightmares and normal dreams among individuals
suffering from frequent nightmares or from conditions marked by high fear coherence in waking
states, such as PTSD or specific phobias, could
help elucidate these mechanisms.
Fear memory templates
A second salient feature of recombination is the
organizing influence of fear memory and other
emotional memory structures. Although they are
not usually expressed fully as memory replays,
fear memories may act as organizing templates
that structure dreams and within which other isolated and frequently incompatible memory
elements are ordered and interrelated. As a result,
fear-producing stimuli and their physiologic
responses will be repeatedly paired with alternative, nonaversive contexts and thus extinguished
gradually over time. Although the specific nature
of such a mechanism remains speculative,
phenomenological features of dream organization
belie their presence. On the one hand, fear memories may assume a habitual easily recognized form
and express a consistent emotional content in the
dream, such as with themes of public nudity, being
late, or being pursued.69 Such themes recur
frequently and are associated with diminished
psychological well-being until they cease, at which
time well-being is high.12,30 On the other hand, fear
memories may portray novel organizations in
which a skeletal structure incorporates many
unexpected elements, such as an interpersonal
attack scenario that introduces many unanticipated characters and produces many unusual
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consequences. The latter type of dream has been
labeled as problem-solving and found to be associated with emotional adaptation.7,70 Fear extinction is more likely to be associated with the latter
type of dream and less likely to be associated
with the former, although again, there is no
research that addresses this issue directly. One
useful line of investigation would be to compare
organizational coherence of the dreams, nightmares, and daytime narratives of individuals who
have frequent nightmares and report high or low
levels of accompanying distress to determine
whether memory organization corresponds to
waking emotional reactivity. Because fear memories are purportedly responsible for the nonconscious detection of threat, it would also be
informative to investigate whether individuals
with high nightmare distress perform similar to
individuals with anxiety disorders or PTSD on an
affective backward masking paradigm or the
emotional color-word Stroop test.
Reality simulation
A third important feature of dream imagery recombination is that the new image sequences consist,
for the most part, of lifelike simulations of firstperson reality. Memory elements are recombined
on various levels of organization (eg, perceptual,
schematic, thematic, symbolic) to produce
coherent, continuous simulations of waking-life
experience. Functionally, reconstituting disparate
memory elements into virtual simulations may
facilitate the creation or strengthening of new
memory links and aid in the simulation of threats
to species survival, thus optimizing off-line
rehearsal of behavioral avoidance responses.71,72
Thus, reality mimesis ensures that fear memories
are processed in a phenomenological medium
similar to that in which they were first formed.
This process allows for the modification or integration of disturbing emotions during dreaming8,42
in a fashion analogous to that induced by exposure therapy for waking-state fear-based disorders.52 The finding that imagery rehearsal is
highly effective in reducing recurrent nightmares
in individuals with PTSD73 is consistent with this
formulation.

Emotional Expression
There is disagreement on whether emotions drive
the selection of dream contents42,74 or whether
they arise later, in reaction to these contents.75
Our view is that both occur in a progressive interactive expression of fear memories. Because stimulus and response elements are often encoded in
a single fear memory,76 activation of 1 type of
element should activate the other. The notion of

fear extinction implies a mechanism that produces
a mimesis of the waking perception of emotional
events, that is, in which stimulus elements preferentially lead to activation of response elements.
This ordering maximizes the involvement of the
amygdala, which responds preferentially to
perceptual stimuli, and thus facilitates regulation
of affect load. Emotional expression during
dreaming is integral in dreaming’s function of
fear extinction. The emotions appearing in normal
dreams are predominantly dysphoric (eg, twothirds of normal dreams60,77 with fear being by
far the most prevalent69), which is consistent with
this suggestion, as is the frequent occurrence of
nondistressing bad dreams and nightmares. The
authors consider normal dysphoric dreams, bad
dreams, and nondistressing, nontraumatic nightmares to be related in this respect. The variable
intensity of fear expression in these types of
dreams may simply reflect variations in the
strength or efficacy of the hypothesized fear
extinction function, which is presumed to vary in
step with an individual’s day-to-day emotional
requirements. In contrast, more severe nightmares, such as nontraumatic nightmares with
high distress, PTSD nightmares, and extreme
PTSD nightmares, are assumed to be shaped
additionally by the presence of additional waking
distress and/or previous trauma.

NIGHTMARES ARE PATHOLOGIC
EXPRESSIONS OF FEAR MEMORIES
Pathogenic Changes Common to All
Nightmares
Although fear memories are considered to be
a normal phenomenon of human memory, they
become pathologic when (1) they are highly
coherent and resistant to extinction, and (2) they
contain an excessive number of response
elements.52,78 The authors propose that individual
vulnerability (ie, high levels of affect load and/or
affect distress) interacts with the neurophysiologic
state of REM sleep to favor the activation during
nightmares of highly coherent fear memories,
akin to those occurring in waking, fear-based
pathologic conditions. Accordingly, the authors
propose that nightmare-related fear memories
are highly resistant to extinction, overly weighted
with response elements (usually involving escape
or avoidance) and, in more severe instances, corrupted by affect distress.
Increased resistance to extinction is reflected in
several possible pathologic events. First, during
dream formation there may be a marked bias to
activate complete fear memories rather than
isolated elements of fear memories. Traumatic
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memories in particular preserve their structural
coherence,53 perhaps as a result of conditions of
heightened arousal during encoding, and thereby
enter dreams as apparent replays of the original
trauma. This replay is accompanied by a sense
of perceptual reinstatement and distressing
emotions. Novel configurations, including incompatible elements, are thus less likely to be introduced and thus less able to permit acquisition of
new extinction memories. Second, the fear
memory may simply resist activation altogether.
Because availability of a fear memory is a prerequisite for the successful acquisition of an extinction
memory,52,53 a lack of extinction may occur if the
fear memory is not fully activated either during
dreaming or later, during the waking state. Awakening from a nightmare may cut short fear memory
activation and thereby prevent extinction. In addition, the awakening may actually strengthen the
fear by serving as an avoidance response. Similarly, avoiding the recall of nightmares on awakening may prevent the eventual extinction of its
underlying fear memory.
Increase in fear memory response elements is
reflected in several indicators: an increase in the
frequency and intensity of motor imagery in nightmares (eg, escaping, defending oneself, fighting,
attempting to scream); increased activation of
the sleep state as signaled by physiologic
measures (eg, heightened autonomic arousal);
and the overt expression of sleep behaviors,
such as moving in bed, speaking, and emoting.
These response elements are often the identifiable
correlates of distress that individuals report experiencing during and following their nightmares. A
preponderance of response elements may result
from a failure of recombinatory processes to limit
the number of response elements that are activated and introduced into the narrative.
The production of emotions during dreaming is
compounded by the facilitating influence of high
levels of waking affect distress. Affect distress
elements may become incorporated into an individual’s fear memories and other emotional structures such that, when a fear memory is activated,
emotional responses will come to include expressions of distress as well as fear. An individual high
in affect distress will therefore experience distress
whenever certain fear memories are activated
either during a nightmare or later in the day,
when the nightmare is recalled. The distress experienced may even lead to further, similar nightmare
episodes with recurrent themes. This cyclical
process is consistent with the finding that intrusive
imagery facilitates the release of stress hormones
that heightens affect distress and potentiates
further intrusive imagery.79,80 Affect distress may

thereby contribute to the pathologic portrait of an
individual’s nightmare disorder, including its
cyclical nature.

Pathogenic Changes in Nontraumatic
Nightmares
Nightmares that are nontraumatic and associated
with low waking distress are produced by an intensification of the memory element activation/
recombination mechanisms related to normal
dreaming and modulated by levels of waking
stress (affect load). The authors propose that
affect load increases with short-term accumulations of interpersonal conflicts, current affective
memory demands, and emotional reactions to
transitory stressors. Affect load interacts primarily
with the stimulus and contextual elements of fear
memories such that high affect load may disrupt
activation and recombination of dreamed stimuli,
rather than responses. This may have the effect
of producing recurrent, typical, bizarre, or
macabre imagery with mild anxiety or fear, but
not distress. Dreams with little emotional activation may be associated with greater fear memory
resistance to extinction than more emotional
dreams and nightmares.
Nontraumatic nightmares with high waking
distress involve affect distress mechanisms in
addition to fear memories and affect load mechanisms. As mentioned earlier, affect distress influences primarily the response elements of fear
memories such that subjects high on this trait
respond with more subjective upset during and
following their nightmares. Thus, the activation of
nightmare-related fear memories of individuals
high in affect distress may have inadvertent effects
during the waking state, such as the stimulation of
various conditioned expectancies and biases for
the recall and perception of fear-relevant stimuli.
Although these processes have not been investigated directly in frequent nightmare individuals,
there is abundant evidence that (1) negatively
arousing memories are recalled with greater clarity
than neutral ones, particularly for memories of high
personal significance81; and (2) individuals with
vivid imagistic abilities, a quality that characterizes
frequent nightmare individuals, demonstrate
heightened autonomic and emotional activation
when presented with fear-relevant stimuli.82

Pathogenic Changes in Traumatic Nightmares
Trauma is hypothesized to cause an underlying
fear memory to become firmly entrenched and
highly resistant to extinction. This may mean that
there is a diminution of recombinatory dream
elements and thereby an increase of fear memory
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coherence. Degree of fear memory coherence is
believed to underlie the severity of PTSD symptoms.62 The authors suggest that fear memory
resistance to extinction is responsible for the
finding that PTSD nightmare content seems to
replicate the original trauma.59 A similar process
may underlie memory more generally. For
example, highly specific autobiographical memories are often associated with higher levels of
emotional distress.53 Thus, in contrast to the variable progression of dysphoric imagery seen in
nontraumatic nightmares, PTSD nightmares are
more likely to be realistic and predictable as
a result of the activation of structurally coherent
fear memories.
Second, in the case of traumatic nightmares, the
response elements of underlying fear memories
may be especially salient and amplified by affect
distress. This is suggested by the presence of
several sleep-related hyperarousal symptoms,
including increased awakenings, wake after sleep
onset and insomnia, as well as nightmares in
stages other than REM sleep and at times other
than the habitual last third of the night; for
example, stage 2 nightmares occurring early in
the sleep episode.83 It is also suggested by the
expression of motor activity in sleep, including
more frequent REM-related twitches in leg
muscles, more periodic leg movements in sleep
in all stages, more frequent gross body movements, and more REM-related motor activity and
vocalizations.84 That PTSD is comorbid with
many cases of REM sleep behavior disorder,85
which is characterized by motorically active
dreams and diminished REM sleep muscle atonia,
further implicates excessive response elements
and distress in PTSD nightmare formation.
The spectrum of dysphoric dreams that includes
nontraumatic and traumatic nightmares may be
attributed to interactions between fear memories,
short-term accumulations of affect load, and
a pathogenic distress diathesis in vulnerable individuals. Fear memory coherence and resistance
to extinction may be a factor common to all types
of dysphoric dreaming, whereas affect distress
distinguishes pathologic from nonpathologic
nightmares. In addition to the pathologic sleep
changes described earlier, it is also highly likely
that these processes interact in various ways
during waking states, and that sleep- and
waking-state interactions among processes also
occur. To illustrate, phobic individuals who selectively process phobic threat cues and focus
narrowly on stimuli that activate their underlying
phobia-relevant fear memories may apply the
same acquired encoding biases to selectively
scan their dream imagery for threats and to reflect

on their recalled nightmares with a similar narrow
focus. As a result, such individuals may experience nightmares as more threatening and distressing than do other types of individuals and
may be more likely to misattribute their endogenous imagery to actual environmental threats;
a type of source-monitoring deficit documented
for normal dreaming.86 Further, the physiologic
conditions of REM sleep may facilitate this
process. Thus, nightmares can be likened to false
alarm responses, in a manner similar to the false
alarm responses of panic disorder.87

NEURAL LEVEL EXPLANATION: A BRAIN
NETWORK FOR FEAR IMAGERY
Recent research on the brain correlates of
emotion, fear memory, PTSD, and human sleep
and dreaming, has begun to clarify the nature of
normal and posttraumatic emotional processing
during sleep. Much of this work suggests that
DDs may result from disturbances in a network
of brain regions controlling the processing of fear
and distress, namely a brain network of limbic,
paralimbic, and prefrontal regions that constitutes
the control center for several emotional processes,
including the perception and representation of
emotional stimuli and the expression and regulation of emotional responses. Although still preliminary, these structures likely include the
amygdala and its medial prefrontal cortex extension, as well as the hippocampal complex and its
anterior cingulate cortex extension.88,89
The authors suggest that the 4 designated brain
regions operate synergistically as part of a larger
emotional control structure, which in turn influences other perceptual, cognitive, memorial, and
affective brain events. These conclusions are
based on several anatomic and functional considerations. First, these regions are interconnected
anatomically and functionally.90 Amygdala, in
particular, is massively connected to the other
regions in a reciprocal fashion91 and all 4 regions
are functionally connected to sensory, motor,
and autonomic brain regions, and are thus wellsuited to mediate higher cognitive functions,
behaviors, and affective responses. For example,
the hippocampus and amygdala are now considered to be integral in basic dream production.6,40
In addition, all 4 neural regions are crucial in the
formation and regulation of normal emotions, fear
in particular,63 with the amygdala being central in
this process, likely by virtue of its connections
with hypothalamic structures.91 The medial
prefrontal cortex and hippocampus are critical
for the acquisition and memory of conditioned
fear and fear extinction, whereas the anterior
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cingulated cortex (ACC) seems to be crucial for
mediating affect distress.92 These regions are
associated with state and trait individual differences in emotional responding, thus allowing for
future direct tests of cross-state continuity
between waking functioning and neural and structural changes in the brain. Not surprisingly, these
regions are also implicated in emotion-based
disorders including, but not limited to, anxiety
disorders (generalized anxiety, social anxiety,
phobia, panic, obsessive-compulsive disorder),
mood disorders (depression, bipolar disorder),
personality disorders (borderline, psychopathy)
and most importantly for our discussion, PTSD.
Although the exact neurophysiologic mechanisms
underlying emotion-based personality attributes
and anxiety disorders remain a topic of intensive
investigation, recent work in PTSD brain functioning is instructive for application to the pathogenesis of DD. One leading hypothesis for PTSD
formation89,93 is that symptoms result from
a hyper-responsivity of the amygdala to threat
stimuli, leading to exaggerated symptoms of
arousal and distress, coupled with a failure of the
other brain regions (hippocampus, medial
prefrontal cortex, ACC) to adequately dampen
this activation. A similar pathologic mechanism
may explain the generation of DDs with the amygdala becoming increasingly responsive to fearrelated memory elements portrayed in the dream,
while its regulation by medial prefrontal cortex,
hippocampus, and ACC is disturbed in some
way. Severe and traumatic nightmares are particularly affected by disturbance of the ACC, which
amplifies the intensity of the distress within the
actual dream and on awakening from the dream.
Imaging studies have also shown that activity
levels in the 4 AMPHAC regions increase during
REM sleep higher than levels seen in either wakefulness or non-REM sleep.4,6,94,95

SUMMARY
The AMPHAC/AND network is a vital component
of the physiologic infrastructure of normal
dreaming and likely influences the shaping of
emotional imagery during normal and DD. By its
endemic nature, dreaming is a naturally occurring
self-regulatory process that may operate much
like the emotional processing and habituation or
desensitization that occurs during exposure
therapy.51,96 Thus, the nature and quality of REM
sleep in particular likely interacts with these brain
regions in the formation of dream imagery to facilitate the reduction or even elimination of fearbased memories in an ongoing attempt at

achieving emotional homeostasis and optimize
survival function.
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